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There does not exist a set of four 5-cycles with marks 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, with 
and without primes, such that each difference (mod 5) in the four patterns with 
respect o primes occurs once in adjacent and nonadjacent positions. 
A triple of orthogonal latin squares of order 10 (which very possibly 
does not exist) is equivalent to a set of 100 ordered quintuples on ten marks 
with each pair of distinct positions containing each digraph. In this note 
we impose a group of order 25 on the set of quintuples by: (i) The 
quintuples are permuted in 5-cycles. (ii) The ten marks are the residues 
(mod 5) with and without primes, and an addition (rood 5) to marks of 
a quintuple generates another quintuple of the set. Thus four representative 
5-cycles are required. For example, (0'0 1 4 1) represents 0 prime- 
unprime, 1, 3, and 2 all unprime, and 4 unprime-prime on adjacent 
positions; and 1 prime-unprime, 0, 4, and 4 unprime, and 1 unprime- 
prime on nonadjacent positions. If a 5-cycle has primes on all marks, then 
this 5-cycle alone has all differences (rood 5) with primes on both marks in 
adjacent and nonadjacent positions. Then the other three 5-cycles each 
have at most one mark primed. This implies that at most eight of the 
20 marks in representative cycles are primed. This is impossible, for 
exactly half must be primed. By symmetry in roles of primed and 
unprimed marks, no 5-cycle can have no primes. The numbers of pairs 
of marks both with primes is ten. One, two, three, and four primes in 
5-cycles contribute, respectively, zero, one, three, and six pairs of primed 
marks. Since 10-~ 1 (rood 3), exactly one 5-cycle bears two primes. 
Again by symmetry, exactly one 5-cycle has three primes. The numbers 
of primes in the four representative 5-cycles are 1, 2, 3 and 4. Multiplying 
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positions by 2 (rood 5), if necessary, it may be assumed that two 5-cycles 
have the first mark and the first two marks primed respectively. In 
adjacent positions, these 5-cycles include one occurrence of each difference 
(rood 5) with marks not primed. With marks not primed, these two 
5-cycles include differences in nonadjacent positions with the same value 
(rood 5) in both cycles, since a q- b ~- --(c q- d § e) (mod 5). Thus the 
set of four quadruples does not exist. (The author did not immediately 
come up with this short argument.) 
